Biodiversity in communities is changing globally, including the gain and 1 loss of host species in host-pathogen communities. The dilution effect argues for a mecha-2 nistic link between increased host diversity and decreased disease in a focal host. However, 3 we currently have a limited understanding of how the pathogen transmission mechanism 4 and between-host interactions influence whether increased host diversity leads to increased 5 (amplification) or decreased (dilution) infection prevalence. We use a two-host-one-pathogen 6 model to unify theory for pathogens with environmental transmission and density-dependent 7 and frequency-dependent direct transmission. We then identify general rules governing how 8 the pathogen transmission mechanism and characteristics of the introduced host (disease 9 competence and competitive ability) influence whether the introduction of a second host 10 species increases or decreases disease prevalence in a focal host. We discuss how our results 11 yield insight into how specific biological mechanisms shape host biodiversity-disease patterns.
Introduction
(1) become infected when they come in contact with infectious propagules (β i S i P ); infected 85 hosts excrete infectious propagules into the environment (χ i I i ) and die (m i I i ); and infectious 86 propagules are lost due to uptake by all hosts (u i1 S i P and u i2 I i P terms) and degradation 87 (µP ). The total population size for each host is N i = S i + I i . We assume model (1) has 88 a stable endemic equilibrium, p * = (S * 1 , S * 2 , I * 1 , I * 2 , P * ), where both hosts coexist with the 89 pathogen (hereafter, the 'multi-species equilibrium'). We also assume model (1) has a stable 90 endemic equilibrium,p = (Ŝ 1 , 0,Î 1 , 0,P ), where only the focal host and pathogen coexist 91 (hereafter, the 'single-species equilibrium').
92
The reproduction rates (f i ) account for reproductive output from both susceptible and 93 infected individuals and the possibility of interspecific host competition. We use the general 94 functions in order to develop theory that applies across systems. When presenting specific 95 numerical examples we use the Lotka-Volterra competition functions,
where r i and c i r i are the maximum exponential growth rates of susceptible and infected 97 individuals of species i, α ij is the per capita competitive effect of host j on host i, and e ij 98 determines whether infected individuals of host j have weaker (e ij < 1), equal (e ij = 1), or 99 stronger (e ij > 1) competitive effects on host i than susceptible individuals of host j. In 100 general, infected hosts are unlikely to be stronger competitors, however it could occur for 101 pathogens that cause gigantism, provided infection does not alter feeding rates.
102
Our metric of disease is the infection prevalence in the focal host (I * 1 /N * 1 ) at the multi- (2016); see appendix S1.2 for additional details. The Jacobian is a matrix of derivatives that accounts for all of the intraspecific and interspecific interactions of the system. The Jacobian for model (1) is
where U = u 11 S 1 + u 12 I 1 + u 21 S 1 + u 22 S 2 is the total per spore uptake rate at equilibrium. 
126
With the Jacobian, we can predict how introduced hosts with higher or lower competence 127 or competitive ability influence infection prevalence in the focal host. host biodiversity affect the ability of pathogen to invade a completely susceptible community.
135
While analytically simpler, we do not use that metric because there is no a priori reason 136 to expect that invasion potential and equilibrium prevalence are affected by the pathogen 137 transmission mechanism and the host characteristics in the same way.
138
There are two key advantages to our approach. First, it allows us to identify which spe-139 cific characteristics of the introduced host promote higher versus lower multi-species preva-140 lence in the focal host and if there are interactions between the characteristics (e.g., the 141 effect of increased competence in the introduced host may depend on its interspecific com-142 petitive ability). Second, determining the factors that promote higher or lower multi-species 143 prevalence allows us to make predictions about the factors that promote amplification (i.e.,
144
higher prevalence in the focal host at the multi-species equilibrium than the single-species 145 equilibrium; I * 1 /N * 1 >Î 1 /N 1 ) versus dilution (i.e., lower prevalence in the focal host at the 146 multi-species equilibrium than the single-species equilibrium; I * 1 /N * 1 <Î 1 /N 1 ), respectively.
147
The major limitation of this approach is that it is based on a linear approximation (the 148 derivative The intuition is the following. Infectious propagules persist in the environment for short 197 To mathematically justify the above, we assume the changes in infectious propagule 198 density are much faster than changes in the host densities, i.e., the host excretion rates (χ i ) 199 and infectious propagule degradation (µ) or uptake (u ij ) rates are large. Under this condition, 200 the infectious propagule densities reach a quasi-steady state defined by dP/dt = 0. Solving 201 for the quasi-steady density and substituting into the infected host equations yields
where U = u 11 S 1 − u 12 I 1 − u 21 S 2 − u 22 I 2 is the total uptake of infectious propagules by all lence under DDDT is promoted by (i) stronger interspecific host competition, (ii) stronger 248 intraspecific competition in the introduced host, and (iii) higher competence in the intro-249 duced host. Prevalence in the focal host under ET always sits between FDDT and DDDT.
250
For example, in the absence of interspecific competition ( Figure 1B) , focal host prevalence 251 is typically lower under FDDT than DDDT, but the opposite can occur if the introduced 252 host is a strong intraspecific competitor and a high competence host (purple curve). When 253 interspecific host competition is stronger ( Figure 1C ), lower focal host prevalence under We now explore how the competence and intraspecific and interspecific competitive abilities 269 of the introduced host affect prevalence in the focal host. Details are provided in appendix 270 S1.4.
271
Competence of the introduced host: Intuition suggests that a higher competence 272 host (larger β i χ i /m i u 1i ) will cause greater prevalence than a lower competence host. This 273 pattern holds under many conditions. For example, prevalence declines with increased host 274 mortality in Figure 2A (red and magenta curves) and prevalence increases with increased 275 infection coefficients in Figure 2B (left side of red, magenta, and green curves). The mech-276 anism is that higher competence hosts produce more infectious propagules per infectious 277 propagule they are exposed to, which leads to more infectious propagules and consequently, 278 higher prevalence in the focal host.
279
However, higher competence can decrease focal host prevalence if the introduced host is a 280 large sink (i.e., the introduced host has low excretion or high uptake rates). Specifically, focal 281 host prevalence can increase with higher introduced host mortality rates (m 2 ; blue curve in 282 2A) or decrease with higher infection coefficients (β 2 ; left side of cyan and blue curves in 283 Figure 2B ). The mechanism is that increasing the infection rate or decreasing the mortality 284 rate of a sink host increases the number of infected hosts in the sink population. This results 285 in greater rates of uptake of infectious propagules, decreased infectious propagule density, 286 and consequently, lower prevalence in the focal host.
287
Intraspecific competitive ability of the introduced host: Stronger intraspecific 288 competition in the introduced host leads to increased focal host prevalence, unless the in-289 troduced host is a sufficiently large source (i.e., the introduced host has very high excretion 290 or very low uptake rates). In addition, the threshold for being a sufficiently large source 291 increases with increased interspecific competition between the hosts. For example, in the 292 absence of interspecific competition ( Figure 3A) , stronger intraspecific competition leads to 293 greater focal host prevalence when the introduced hosts are sinks (blue curve) and lower Figure 1 : Environmental transmission models and density-dependent and frequencydependent direct transmission models can be unified, which helps identify how the transmission mechanism influences infection prevalence in a focal host. (A) Environmental transmission sits intermediate between density-dependent and frequency-dependent direct transmission, with environmental transmission models (white) being identical to density-dependent direct transmission models when loss of infectious propagules due to uptake by hosts is negligible (U = 0, red) and identical to frequency-dependent direct transmission models when there is no infectious propagule degradation (µ = 0, blue). Gray line illustrates a change of parameters that transforms a particular parameterization of the environmental transmission model from a frequency-dependent form to a density-dependent form while holding the single-species equilibrium densities constant; see text for details. Effect of transmission mode on focal host prevalence in the (B; dashed) absence and (C; solid) presence of interspecific host competition for introduced hosts that are low or high competence and weak or strong intraspecific competitors. Panels show equilibrium prevalence in the focal host as the environmental transmission model is transformed from a frequency-dependent form (blue dots) to a density-dependent form (red dots) while holding the single-species equilibrium densities constant. See appendix S1.6 for models and parameters. Figure 2 : Increased competence of an introduced host leads to greater infection prevalence in a focal host, unless the introduced host is a sufficiently large sink for infectious propagules, one or both hosts experience strong positive density dependence at equilibrium, or infected hosts are stronger interspecific competitors than susceptible hosts. All panels show equilibrium prevalence in the focal host as components defining the competence of the introduced host are varied; filled circles in panels B and C denote parameter values above which at least one host experiences positive density dependence. (A) Response to increased disease-induced mortality when the introduced host is a (blue) large sink, (magenta) small source, or (red) large source. (B) Response to increased transmission rates when the introduced host is a (blue) large sink, (cyan) small sink, (green) equal source, (magenta) large source, or (red) very large source. (C) Response to increased transmission rates when infected hosts are (blue) weaker, (cyan) equal, (magenta) stronger, or (red) much stronger interspecific competitors than susceptible hosts. Break in red curve is due to coexistence being impossible for intermediate transmission coefficients. See appendix S1.6 for equations and parameters. Figure 3 : Increased intraspecific competitive ability of the introduced host leads to greater infection prevalence in the focal host and increased interspecific competitive ability of the introduced host leads to lower infection prevalence in a focal host, unless the introduced host is a sufficiently large source of infectious propagules. All panels show equilibrium infection prevalence in the focal host as the (A,B) intraspecific or (C) interspecific competitive ability of the introduced host is varied. Response to increased intraspecific competitive ability of the introduced host in the (A) absence and (B) presence of interspecific competition when the introduced host is a (blue) large sink, (cyan) small source, or (red) large source. (C) Response to increased interspecific competitive ability of the introduced host when the introduced host that is a (blue) large sink, (cyan) equal source, (magenta) large source, or (red) very large source. See appendix S1.6 for equations and parameters. Figure 4 : Interspecific host competition influences whether frequency-dependent and densitydependent direct transmission lead to different predictions about amplification and dilution in a focal host. (A) Frequency-dependent direct transmission can cause dilution when density-dependent direct transmission causes amplification in the (dashed gray) absence or (solid black) presence of interspecific competition. (B) Less amplification can occur under density-dependent direct transmission than frequency-dependent direct transmission when interspecific host competition is absent (dashed gray) or low (dashed black). However, density-dependent direct transmission can cause dilution when frequency-dependent direct transmission causes amplification only if (solid black) interspecific host competition is sufficiently strong. In both panels, dotted horizontal lines denote the prevalence in the focal host in allopatry. Dashed and solid curves show multi-species equilibrium prevalence in the focal host as the environmental transmission model is transformed from a frequency-dependent form (blue dots) to a density-dependent form (red dots) while holding the single-species equilibrium densities for the focal host constant; see text for details. See appendix S1.6 for models and parameters.
